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Abstract--We describe here a stable algorithm for the solution of an operator equation in a Hilbert 
space which generalizes Tikhonov's regularizations of zero and first order. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the equation 
Bz =f  (1) 
where B: E.-*E is a self-adjoint, bounded linear and strictly positive operator on a Hilbert 
space E and f~  B(E) is a given element. 
If B is not self-adjoint or non-positive, then instead of equation (1) we consider the 
equivalent equation 
B*B z = B ' f ,  (2) 
where B* is the adjoint operator of B. 
It is well-known that the problem of solving equation (1) is incorrectly formulated in 
the classical sense: there is no continuous dependence of the solution on the r.h.s, fi This 
causes great difficulties for the numerical solution of equation (1). It was shown in 
Refs[l-3], however, that a "regularizing algorithm" can be written for the solution of 
equation (1), suitable for numerical computations. 
We consider the auxiliary equation 
where  
and 
(~I + ctH + HB)z~ = Hf, 
ct is any positive number 
(3) 
(4a) 
H is a strictly positive and bounded linear operator on E such that HB 
is a strictly positive operator. (4b) 
For H = I we have the "regularization of zero order" of Tikhonov[3] which is also treated 
in Refs[l,2]. 
In the present paper, we offer a generalization of the regularizations of zero and first 
order (Section 3) for solving equation (1) which is suitable for use on a computer. 
Obviously, since the operators liB, H and the number ct are positive, a unique solution 
z~ of equation (3) always exists. 
Proposition 1 
Let conditions (4a,b) be satisfied and let z be the solution of equation (I). Then 
lim PI z~ - z fl = 0, (5) 
~--0 
where [[ [[ is the norm of an element of E. 
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Proof. The following proof is deduced from one of Dang[2] for the regularization of zero 
order. 
Let 
P =a I+~tH+HB.  
The fact that (~tI +aH + l iB)-~ exists as a bounded linear operator for each ~ > 0 is 
well-known and we have the following bounds: 
II ~P- '  il ~< ! for each a > 0 (6a) 
and 
I I P - t (aH+HB) I I  ~< I for each ~t >0,  (6b) 
where II II also denotes the norm of a linear operator  on E. Since l i b  has a dense range 
and H satisfies condition (4b), given E > 0, there exists a y such that 
II l i b  y - (I + H)z  II < E/2 for each z in H. (7) 
We have 
P- IBz  -- z = _p - i  (~I +~H)z ,  
II P- 'Bz  - z II ~< II ~P-  ' (z + nz  - HBy)  [I + ~ II e - t HB Y II. (8) 
P- tHB is a bounded operator, as can be seen from bounds (6a,b) and the inequality 
II P- tHB II ~ II p- t  (gH + liB)II + tl ~e- '  It" II U II ~< C. (9) 
Therefore, we can deduce that there exists an % > 0 such that for each a >1 ~0 we have 
II P-~Bz - z II ~< II HBy - (I + H)z  II + ~C IlY II < ~. Q.E.D. 
We consider equation (3) with the exact r.h.s. Hf  but a perturbed operator B, where 
II B -~ I I - -& Let 2, be the corresponding solution. Then we have the following. 
Proposition 2 
If lira 6_ = 0 then lira II zT~ - z~ II -- 0. 
~00~ z~O 
Proof. Let L -- I + H-t .  L is a strictly positive operator and z, and ~ are the solutions 
of 
(~L + B)z,  = f (10) 
and 
(~L + B)e, =f ,  (11) 
respectively. As previously, (~L + B) -~ exists and II (~L + B) -~ tl ~< I/a. From equations 
(1 O) and (11) we obtain 
~, - z ,  = (~L +/~)-~(B - 9)  z,. (12) 
Let us evaluate II (~L + ~)-t  II. We have 
(otL+ t~) -t - (~L + B)  -~ = Q( I  - Q)-~ (~L + B) -) (13) 
with 
By equation (14), 
Q =I - (~L+B)  -~(~L+/~).  
IIQII ~< II(~L +B)-~II • I IB -B I I  <~6/~; 
inequality (15) implies that Q is a contraction since lim (6/~)= 0. 
:t~0 
(14) 
(15) 
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From expressions (13) and (15) it follows that 
6 1 61~t 2
II (~Z + B) -~ - (~Z + B) -~ II ~< ~2 1 -- 11Q II ~< 1 - 6/'----"-~" (16) 
Hence 
6/~" 
II (~L + g) - '  II ~ _1 + ~ (17) 
1 - 61~" 
Substituting this in equation (12) we finally obtain 
I I~-z ,  II ~<M~/~t 1 + 1 -61----'~ ' (18) 
where M is a constant. Q.E.D. 
For the auxiliary equation (3) we recover Babushinskii's result for regularizations of
"zero order"[l]. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF z, 
Equation (3) can be solved by successive approximation, using the contraction principle. 
Following a technique due to Zarantonello[4] (see also Dang[2]) we rewrite equation (3) 
as 
2(71 -- aH  -- l iB )  
z~ = 1 + 27 
where ? is any number /> II aH+ HB II. 
Let 
C= 
,~ n f  >. = l/K, 
z~+ 1 +27' 
aH+ l ib  
(19) 
7 
C being a positive and bounded linear operator, therefore III - C l[ ~< 1. Hence, the r.h.s. 
of equation (19) defines a contraction with coefficient 
).7/(1 + 27) < 1. 
Equation (19) can be written as 
z, = Tz~ + b, 
where 
T=2(V I -~tH-1 IB)  and b= 2Hf  
with 
1 +) .7  
27 
l +27 
Let us consider the iterative process: 
<1. 
1 +~.?  
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
z~ = Tz~_ ~ + b. (24) 
The sequence {z.} converges to the solution z~ of equation (21). Usually, in practice, the 
operator B (or HB) and elementf(or Hf) are known only approximately. Moreover, even 
if B and fare known exactly the process of solving system (3) necessarily introduces errors, 
if only due to rounding. In what follows, we may always assume that the errors of the 
average calculations are equivalent to some perturbations of B andfwhich are themselves 
equivalent. Let us consider the iterative process: 
2 {71 - ~H - [HB + A(HB)]} ). [H f  + zX(Hf)l s / , ,  = z ,_ ,  + , (25) 
I +27 I +27 
where A(HB)  and A(Hf) are equivalent perturbations of HB and Hf, respectively. 
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Let 
t~(Hf) < 6 
We now have the following. 
and A(HB) ~< Mo6. (26) 
Proposition 3 
Let z be a solution of equation (1) for which z.--,z. For each z0e E there exist 6 and 
M such that we have the estimate 
q" -  1 26 
I Iz -  z;,ll ~< M2(n, ot) + -  
q - l "  1+;. 7 
here 0 ~< M2(n,a)--*0 as n--,o¢ and ~t--,0, 
q = II T II < l 
and M, is a constant which does not depend upon 6. 
Proof. We rewrite equation (25) as 
z'. = Tz'. I -2A(HB) ,' 
- 1+27 - . - l+b  + ~  
From equations (24) and (25) we obtain 
2A(HB) 
z ' . -  z .=  T(z ' _ ,  - z ._ ,)  
1 +2y 
We have 
(MoM + MoMl+l) ,  
).a(n~ 
1+27" 
(27) 
(28) 
2A(Hf) 
- -  ' . (29)  z._~ -~ l+2y  
2M6 26 
- - " " - - '7 - - ,  t lz;-z. l l  <~qllz' ._,-z._~ll  +~[ l l z ; , _ , - z . _ , t l  +Mi ]+ l+z ' /  (30) 
since II z~ II ~ MI. If we choose 6 and M such that 
6 <( l  -q ) ( l  +27) (31) 
2 Mo 
and 
).6 (l + MoMk) 
M/> ( _2Mo6 '~' (32) 
(1+).6) 1--q 1+).7]  
then we can show that II z. - z;, II ~< M. Therefore, 
26 q" -- 1 
IIz;,-z.II <~q"llzo-z6ll -+ 1 +;.7" q - 1 (MoM +MoM~ + i). (33) 
On the other hand, we have 
II z - z;, II ~ II z - z ,  II + II -', - z ,  II + 11 z ,  - z;, II. (34)  
But Proposition l and the definition of the sequence {z.} means that 
I I z - z . l [+ l l z . - z . l l<~M~(n,~) - - ,O  as n--,oo and ~---,0. (35) 
Therefore with the choice of z~ = z0 we finally obtain estimate (27). Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATION 
We conclude with a simple example: the solution of an integral equation of the first kind. 
Let us consider 
Az(x)= [½(x+y)+xy+~lz (y )dy  3 = ;x  + 7 ,  (36)  
with the boundary conditions 
z(0) = z(l) = 0. (37) 
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We have solved this boundary and value problem in the general case where A is not a 
self-adjoint and (or) non-positive operator (that is not the case here). 
The auxiliary equation of type (3) is 
(~I + uH + HA *A )z, = H(A  *f), (38) 
where H is the self-adjoint positive operator defined by 
;o' Hu(x)  = G (x, ~)u(~) d~ (39) 
with 
G(x,~)= {(l(l_x)¢-~)x Xx>~ ~< " (40) 
With the operator H in the form of equation (39) we find again the regularization of first 
order of Tikhonov[3]. 
Recall that z, can be defined by the equation 
z, = T z, + b, 
therefore, we shall use the approximate iterative process 
z~:+ ,, = ~z~., + g, 
the components of which are given by the following system of linear algebraic equations: 
1 [ 20 
z ~"+ ')(x/) = 1 + 2---'--~ 7 z~")(xj) -- cth ,-,~ G (xj, x,)z¢")(x,) 
20 
-h  2 ~ G(x, x,)~(x,, xk)z~"'(xk) 
i , k~ I 
"t" h 2 E G(x/, x,)K(xi, xk ) f (xk)  , (41) 
i . k -  I 
with 
~(x ,y )=U 36 "1- 8 (X +y)+~xy, 
K(x, y) = ½(x + y) + xy + ½, 
~, - -211HI I0  + l ib  II) (II II -- I I  Iloo), 
I 
h=~0 and 2=- .  
~t 
The results of solving equation (38) for different values of ~t are given in Table I. 
Table I 
~ '~ 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.33 0.38 0.43 0.48 
0.1 0.066 0.147 0.226 0.297 0.360 0.416 0.462 0.500 0.528 0.546 
0,01 0.113 0.271 0.416 0.548 0,666 0,768 0,854 0.924 0,975 1.008 
0.001 0.123 0.296 0.455 0,600 0.728 0,840 0.935 1.011 1.067 1.102 
0.120 0.320 0.520 0.720 0.920 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
\ \  
\ x 
a "~, 0.53 0.58 0~63 0.68 0.73 0.78 0.83 0.88 0.93 0.98 
0. I 0.553 0.549 0.534 0.566 0.465 0.411 0.342 0,259 0.160 0.044 
0.01 1.021 1.013 0.983 0.931 0.855 0.754 0.627 0.474 0.292 0.080 
0,001 1.116 1.107 1.074 1.016 0,932 0.821 0.682 0.514 0.316 0.087 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.880 0.680 0.480 0.280 0.08 
The last row of the table contains the exact solution of equation (36), which is 
{ 4x , [O.ll :(x)= I , ,3 h,d 
4(I--x), [], q. 
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